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Abstract: The Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound convened a

panel of specialists from a variety of medical disciplines to come to a

consensus on the management of thyroid nodules identified with

thyroid ultrasonography (US), with particular focus on which

nodules should be subjected to US-guided fine needle aspiration

and which thyroid nodules need not be subjected to fine-needle

aspiration. The panel met in Washington, DC, October 26Y27, 2004,

and created this consensus statement. The recommendations in this

consensus statement, which are based on analysis of the current

literature and common practice strategies, are thought to represent a

reasonable approach to thyroid nodular disease.

(Ultrasound Quarterly 2006;22:231Y240)

The Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound convened a
panel of specialists from a variety of medical disciplines

to come to a consensus about management of thyroid
nodules identified at thyroid ultrasonography (US). The
panel met in Washington, DC, October 26Y27, 2004, and
created this consensus statement. While many facets of the
management of thyroid nodular disease could have been
considered by such a panel, this conference was convened to
determine which thyroid nodules should undergo US-guided
fine-needle aspiration (FNA) and which need not undergo
FNA.

Several US characteristics have been studied as
potential predictors of thyroid malignancy.1Y6 Although
there are certain trends in the US distinction of benign and
malignant thyroid nodules, there is also overlap in their
appearances. Because of the inconsistent predictive value of
US features, most agree that FNA and cytopathologic
evaluation of a thyroid nodule are usually required before a
patient undergoes surgical resection for a possible thyroid
malignancy. The widespread use of FNA and cytopathologic
analysis has improved the detection of thyroid cancer and
has led to a decreased frequency of thyroid surgery and
increased cancer rates at thyroidectomy.7Y10 However, the
importance of early diagnosis of thyroid cancer in patients at
low risk remains uncertain because thyroid cancers are
typically slow growing and are associated with low morbidity
and mortality.

This consensus panel attempted to define recommenda-
tions based on nodule size and US characteristics for those
thyroid nodules that should undergo US-guided FNA and for
those nodules that need not undergo FNA. In this statement,
we not only present the recommendations of the consensus
panel along with background information and explanations
but also suggest topics for future research.
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METHODS AND CONFERENCE PREPARATIONS
The panel consisted of the director (M.C.F.), co-

director (C.B.B.), and 19 panelists, all of whom have
specialty experience in thyroid nodule evaluation and/or
treatment. The panel members were from several medical
disciplines, including radiology, endocrinology, cytopathol-
ogy and surgery. Prior to the conference, 14 recent articles
related to thyroid nodular disease and US evaluation of
thyroid nodules were selected by the conference director and
codirector and were sent to conference participants.1Y4,6,9,11Y18

In addition, a summary of several studies and an abstract that
assessed US features associated with thyroid cancer and
provided adequate data to determine sensitivity, specificity,
and positive and negative predictive values were compiled and
provided to participants (Table 1).1Y6

The consensus conference took place on October
26Y27, 2004, in Washington, DC. An audience consisting
of invited representatives from medical specialty societies
and industry observed the proceedings. The 1st day of the
conference was devoted to presentations and discussion on
the epidemiology of thyroid nodules and cancer, US
characteristics of thyroid cancer, cytopathology issues related
to thyroid FNA, and medical and surgical management of
nodular thyroid disease. At the end of the 1st day, a subset of
panelists spent the evening drafting a consensus statement.
This statement was discussed by the entire group the
following morning until the group arrived at a consensus.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY
OF THE LITERATURE

Clinical Epidemiology of Thyroid Nodules
and Cancer

Thyroid nodules are very common: They are found in
4%Y8% of adults by means of palpation, in 10%Y41% by
means of US,19Y23 and in 50% by means of pathologic
examination at autopsy.24 The prevalence of thyroid nodules
increases with age. The likelihood that a nodule is malignant is
affected by a variety of risk factors. Malignancy is more
common in nodules found in patients who are younger than 20
or older than 60 years of age than in patients between 20 and 60
years of age.25 Physical examination factors associated with
increased likelihood of malignancy include firmness of the
nodule, rapid growth, fixation to adjacent structures, vocal cord

paralysis, and enlarged regional lymph nodes.25 In addition, a
history of neck irradiation or a family history of thyroid cancer
increases the risk that a thyroid nodule is malignant.26

The overall incidence of cancer in patients with thyroid
nodules selected for FNA is approximately 9.2%Y13.0%, no
matter how many nodules are present at US.3,25,27,28 This
recent finding, based on the evaluation of large groups of
patients undergoing thyroid US and US-guided FNA, contra-
dicts the commonly held belief that the presence of multiple
nodules decreases the likelihood of thyroid cancer.29 In
patients with multiple nodules, the cancer rate per nodule
decreases, but the decrease is approximately proportional to
the number of nodules so that the overall rate of cancer per
patient, 10%Y13%, is the same as that in patients with a
solitary nodule.27,28 While the thyroid cancers found in
patients with multiple nodules are often in the dominant or
largest nodule, in approximately one-third of cases the
cancer is in a nondominant nodule. Thus, FNA interrogation
only of the dominant nodule will result in detection only
of approximately two-thirds of thyroid cancers in these
patients.27

Many patients present for US for evaluation of a
suspected thyroid nodule found incidentally with other
imaging tests, such as carotid US or cervical magnetic
resonance imaging. In many such cases, the nodules are not
palpable. Several investigators2,3,14,28 have demonstrated that
the incidence of thyroid cancer in incidentally identified or
nonpalpable thyroid nodules is the same as that in patients
with palpable nodules.

Compared with the very high prevalence of nodular
thyroid disease, thyroid cancer is not common. On the basis of
American Cancer Society estimates, in 2005 25,690 new
cases of thyroid cancer will be diagnosed, and 1460 patients
will die of thyroid malignancy in the United States.30

The majority (75%Y80%) of new cases of thyroid
cancer diagnosed in the United States in 2005 will be
papillary thyroid cancer. Other histologic types of thyroid
cancer include follicular (10%Y20%), medullary (3%Y5%),
and anaplastic (1%Y2%) cancers.30,31 The morbidity and
mortality rates of thyroid cancer are low compared with the
rates for many other cancers, but both increase with
advancing age of the patient and stage of the disease.32 The
most common follicular cellYderived cancer is papillary
thyroid carcinoma, and it is generally accepted that the
30-year survival rate for this malignancy is approximately

TABLE 1. US Features Associated with Thyroid Cancer

US Feature* Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
Positive Predictive

Value (%)
Negative Predictive

Value (%)

Microcalcifications (1Y5) 26.1Y59.1 85.8Y95.0 24.3Y70.7 41.8Y94.2

Hypoechogenicity (2Y5) 26.5Y87.1 43.4Y94.3 11.4Y68.4 73.5Y93.8

Irregular margins or no halo (2Y5) 17.4Y77.5 38.9Y85.0 9.3Y60.0 38.9Y97.8

Solid (4Y6) 69.0Y75.0 52.5Y55.9 15.6Y27.0 88.0Y92.1

Intranodule vascularity (3,6) 54.3Y74.2 78.6Y80.8 24.0Y41.9 85.7Y97.4

More tall than wide (2) 32.7 92.5 66.7 74.8

* Numbers in parentheses are reference numbers.
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95%.33 Most patients with papillary cancer (80%Y85%) are
considered to be low risk, with 99% survival at 20 years
after surgery.34 Adjuvant radioiodine treatment after com-
plete tumor removal at thyroidectomy improves disease-free
survival in high-risk patients, with no clear survival benefit
in low-risk patients.32,35,36 Suppression of thyroid-stimulat-
ing hormone with exogenous thyroid hormone is a routine
postoperative practice that may further improve both
overall and disease-free survival in patients with papillary
or follicular cancer.37,38

US Features of Thyroid Cancer

A thyroid nodule is a discrete lesion within the thyroid
gland that is sonographically distinguishable from the adja-
cent parenchyma (Fig. 1). For each thyroid nodule, gray-scale
and color Doppler US are used to evaluate the US features,
which include size, echogenicity (hypoechoic or hypere-
choic), and composition (cystic, solid, or mixed), as well as
presence or absence of coarse or fine calcifications, a halo,
irregular margins, and internal blood flow.

Many studies have been published in which the ability
to predict whether a thyroid nodule is benign or malignant on
the basis of US findings was assessed.1Y5,12,13,28,39Y41 Nodule
size is not predictive of malignancy, because the likelihood of
cancer in a thyroid nodule has been shown to be the same
regardless of the size measured at US.2,3,5,28 Several US
features have been found to be associated with an increased
risk of thyroid cancer (Table 1), including presence of
calcifications, hypoechogenicity, irregular margins, absence
of a halo, predominantly solid composition, and intranodule
vascularity. However, the sensitivities, specificities, and
negative and positive predictive values for these criteria are
extremely variable from study to study, and no US feature has
both a high sensitivity and a high positive predictive value for
thyroid cancer. The feature with the highest sensitivity, in the
range of 69.0%Y75.0%, is solid composition; however, this
feature has a fairly low positive predictive value in that a solid
nodule has only a 15.6%Y27.0% chance of being malignant.
The feature with the highest positive predictive value, 41.
8%Y94.2%, is the presence of microcalcifications; however,
microcalcifications are only found in 26.1%Y59.1% of
cancers (low sensitivity). The combination of factors
improves the positive predictive value of US to some

extent.3,4 In particular, a predominantly solid nodule (G25%
cystic) with microcalcifications has a 31.6% likelihood of
being cancer, as compared with a predominantly cystic nodule
(975% cystic) with no calcification, which has a 1.0%
likelihood of being cancer.5

Color Doppler US has also been evaluated as a
diagnostic tool for predicting thyroid cancer, with the
hypothesis that flow that is predominantly at the periphery
of a nodule is suggestive of a benign nodule, while flow
predominantly in the central portion of the nodule is
suggestive of malignancy. The results of these studies are
mixed, with some reporting that Doppler US is help-
ful3,12,42,43 and others reporting that Doppler US did not
improve diagnostic accuracy.13,41,44,45 In one study6 in
particular, central flow was seen in a higher percentage of
malignant nodules than benign nodules (42% vs 14%).
However, like other US features, color Doppler US cannot be
used to diagnose or exclude malignancy with a high degree of
confidence; rather, the color Doppler US finding of pre-
dominantly internal or central blood flow appears to increase
the chance that a nodule is malignant.

Cytopathologic Evaluation

FNA with cytologic evaluation has become the
accepted method for screening a thyroid nodule for cancer,
and, in the hands of an experienced cytologist, FNA has a
high accuracy rate.7 Cytologic specimens are typically
classified as negative (or benign), suspicious for cancer or
follicular neoplasm, positive (or diagnostic for cancer), or
nondiagnostic. In general, the false-positive rate for aspirates
classified as positive for cancer is less than 1%. Of the
aspirates read as suspicious for cancer, 30%Y65% will prove
to be cancer at surgery.7 Samples that are not suspicious or
diagnostic for malignancy and that contain a smaller number
of cells than required for diagnosis of a benign nodule must be
considered nondiagnostic. Even in centers with substantial
experience, the nondiagnostic rate may be as high as
15%Y20%.46 The rate of cancer in surgically resected nodules
with nondiagnostic FNA results is 5%Y9%.47Y49

FNA is safe, accurate, and inexpensive. Complications
of the procedure, such as hematoma or pain, are rare and
usually minor. The use of US guidance ensures that the
sample is obtained from the nodule in question and permits

FIGURE 1. Punctate echogenicities
in thyroid nodules. A, Sagittal
US image of nodule (arrowheads)
containing multiple fine
echogenicities (arrow) with no
comet-tail artifact. These are highly
suggestive of malignancy. FNA and
surgery confirmed papillary
carcinoma. B, Transverse US image
of nodule (arrowheads) containing
cystic areas with punctate
echogenicities and comet-tail
artifact (arrow) consistent with
colloid crystals in a benign nodule.
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direction of the needle into the solid portions of partially cystic
nodules, which will improve the diagnostic yield.10,17,50

CONSENSUS DISCUSSION AND STATEMENT

Discussion
The consensus statement was developed to assist

physicians in deciding which thyroid nodules should undergo
US-guided FNA and which nodules need not undergo FNA.
The statement was developed on the basis of the state of
knowledge and available data at the time of the conference,
and it is understood that as research continues and more
information is obtained, recommendations regarding US-
guided FNA of thyroid nodules may change. The recommen-
dations allow physicians some flexibility in the selection of
which nodules require FNA. The decision to perform or defer
US-guided FNA for a particular thyroid nodule in a given
patient should be made by the physician according to the
individual circumstances.

The goal in evaluating a thyroid nodule is to determine
whether it is benign or malignant so that patients with thyroid
cancer can receive a diagnosis and undergo treatment at an
earlier stage to reduce possible morbidity and mortality due to
the disease, while avoiding unnecessary tests and surgery in
patients with benign nodules. The panelists aimed to develop
recommendations to achieve this goal, taking into account the
fact that there are insufficient data to answer a number
of related questions: Does diagnosis of microcarcinomas
(G1.0 cm) or even of cancers smaller than 2.0 cm improve
life expectancy in view of the fact that thyroid cancer tends
to grow slowly and most of these patients have an excellent
prognosis? Do the benefits of removing papillary thyroid
cancers smaller than 1 cm outweigh the risks of more patients
undergoing thyroid surgical procedures? If recommendations
lead to an increased number of FNAs of thyroid nodules and
subsequent thyroid surgery, what are the cost-benefit
consequences, and how (if at all) should cost considerations
be taken into account? The panelists considered these issues
as they created the consensus statement.

For the purposes of these recommendations, a thyroid
nodule is defined as any discrete lesion that is sonographically
distinguishable from the adjacent thyroid parenchyma. These
recommendations apply to nodules 1.0 cm in size or larger
because of the uncertainty as to whether or not diagnosis of
smaller cancers improves life expectancy, as well as concern
that inclusion of smaller nodules would lead to an excessive
number of biopsies. The size criteria for nodule selection were
chosen on the basis of the risk of cancer associated with the US
features. For nodules with US features associated with a higher
risk of cancer, the size cutoff is smaller than that for nodules
with features associated with benign cytologic findings. In
particular, the presence of features most suggestive of malig-
nancy (eg, microcalcifications) should prompt US-guided FNA
at a smaller nodule size than for nodules without such features.

Consensus Statement
The consensus statement is summarized in Table 2.
Preamble.VThese are general recommendations for

adult patients who have a thyroid nodule on US images,

regardless of how the nodule was initially detected. The
recommendations may not apply to all patients, including
those who have historical, physical, or any other features
suggesting they are at increased risk for cancer or who have
a history of thyroid cancer.

Part I.VThe following are general recommendations
for nodules 1.0 cm or greater in largest diameter:

Solitary nodule.VStrongly consider FNA for (a) a
nodule 1.0 cm or more in largest diameter if microcalcifica-
tions are present and (b) a nodule 1.5 cm or more in largest
diameter if any of the following apply: (i) nodule is solid or
almost entirely solid, or (ii) there are coarse calcifications
within the nodule.

Consider FNA for (a) a nodule 2.0 cm or more in largest
diameter if any of the following apply: (i) the nodule is mixed
solid and cystic, or (ii) the nodule is almost entirely cystic
with a solid mural component; or (b) the nodule has shown
substantial growth since prior US examination.

FNA is likely unnecessary if the nodule is almost
entirely cystic, in the absence of the above-listed features.

Multiple nodules.VConsider FNA of one or more
nodules, with selection prioritized on the basis of the
previously stated criteria in the order listed above. FNA is
likely unnecessary in diffusely enlarged glands with multiple
nodules of similar US appearance without intervening normal
parenchyma.

Note that these recommendations are not absolute or
inflexible. In certain circumstances, the physician’s clinical
judgment may lead him or her to determine that FNA need not
be performed for nodules that meet the recommendations
above. In others, FNA may be appropriate for nodules that do
not meet the criteria listed above.

TABLE 2. Recommendations for Thyroid Nodules 1 cm or
Larger in Maximum Diameter

US Feature Recommendation

Solitary nodule

Microcalcifications Strongly consider
US-guided FNA if Q 1 cm

Solid (or almost entirely solid) or
coarse calcifications

Strongly consider
US-guided FNA if Q 1.5 cm

Mixed solid and cystic or almost
entirely cystic with solid
mural component

Consider US-guided FNA
if Q 2 cm

None of the above but substantial
growth since prior US examination

Consider US-guided FNA

Almost entirely cystic and none of
the above and no substantial
growth (or no prior US)

US-guided FNA
probably unnecessary

Multiple nodules Consider US-guided FNA of one
or more nodules, with
selection prioritized on
basis of criteria (in order
listed) for solitary nodule*

FNA is likely unnecessary in diffusively enlarged gland with multiple nodules of
similar US appearance without intervening parenchyma. Presence of abnormal lymph
nodes overrides US features of thyroid nodule(s) and should prompt US-guided FNA or
biopsy of lymph node and/or ipsilateral nodule.

*Panel had two opinions regarding selection of nodules for FNA. The majority
opinion is stated here.
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Part II.VThe recommendation for nondiagnostic
aspirates from initial FNA is as follows: Consider a second
FNA of nodules meeting criteria for FNA of solitary nodules,
as outlined above.

Part III.VThe presence of abnormal lymph nodes
overrides the US features criteria and should prompt biopsy
of the lymph node and/or (if necessary) of an ipsilateral
thyroid nodule.

Explanations
Measurements.VNodules should be measured with the

calipers placed outside of any visible halo. The maximum
diameter should be used when considering whether or not
US-guided FNA should be performed.

Calcification.VThe presence of any calcification
within the nodule raises the likelihood of malignancy. In
particular, microcalcifications in a predominantly solid
nodule (Fig. 1A) are associated with an approximately
threefold increase in cancer risk and coarse calcifications
are associated with a twofold increase, as compared with
predominantly solid nodules without calcifications.5 Micro-
calcifications likely represent multiple calcified psammoma
bodies, which are typical of papillary thyroid cancer.51 Care
must be taken to differentiate these fine punctate calcifica-
tions, which are individually too small to induce posterior
acoustic shadowing, from echogenic foci with posterior
comet-tail artifacts, which are commonly seen in benign
cystic or partially cystic nodules40 (Fig. 1B). In the absence of

comet-tail artifacts, tiny echogenicities must be assumed to
be calcifications when considering the risk of cancer. There
are insufficient data to know whether intense rim calcifica-
tion, as opposed to calcifications within the nodule, is
associated with malignancy.

Composition.VEach nodule should be evaluated with
regard to the fraction of the nodule that is solid versus the
fraction that is cystic. Nodules can be classified semiquanti-
tatively, according to the estimated percentage of solid or
cystic composition or in descriptive terms based on the
predominant composition (eg, solid, predominantly solid,
mixed solid and cystic, predominantly cystic, and cystic)
(Fig. 2). Solid or predominantly solid nodules have a higher
risk of malignancy than do mixed or predominantly cystic
nodules. Cystic and almost completely cystic nodules have a
very low likelihood of being malignant. Nodules with mixed
composition have an average risk of malignancy. For this
reason, the recommended minimal size for US-guided FNA is
lower for solid or predominantly solid nodules than the
recommended minimal size for mixed solid and cystic nodules.

Color Doppler US.VWhen color Doppler US is
included in the evaluation of a thyroid nodule, available
research indicates that marked internal flow suggests an
increased likelihood of malignancy, as compared with the
absence of marked internal flow. Marked internal flow is
defined as more flow in the nodule than in the surrounding
thyroid gland and more flow in the central part of the nodule

FIGURE 2. US images of thyroid nodules of varying parenchymal composition (solid to cystic). A, Sagittal image of solid nodule
(arrowheads), which proved to be papillary carcinoma. B, Sagittal image of predominantly solid nodule (arrowheads), which
proved to be benign at cytologic examination. C, Transverse image of mixed solid and cystic nodule (calipers), which proved to be
benign at cytologic examination. D, Sagittal image of predominantly cystic nodule (calipers), which proved to be benign at
cytologic examination. E, Sagittal image of cystic nodule (arrowheads). FNA of this presumed benign lesion was not performed
because the nodule appears entirely cystic.
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than at the periphery (Fig 3). Appropriate Doppler US
technique is imperative for accurate assessment of nodule
vascularity, with color Doppler gain settings maximized for
slow flow. Color Doppler US is also useful for evaluating
mixed cystic and solid nodules and predominantly cystic
nodules with a focal area that appears solid. This will help
differentiate solid tissue, which will have blood flow, from an
avascular blood clot or debris (Fig 4). When US-guided FNA
is performed on such nodules, the needle should be directed
toward the regions with visible flow, to increase the
likelihood of a diagnostic aspirate. While occasionally useful
in selecting nodules for US-guided FNA, color Doppler US
should not be considered a requirement for the selection of
nodules for sampling.

Interval growth.VThe panelists agreed that US-guided
FNA should be considered for nodules demonstrating
substantial growth on serial US studies, even if a prior FNA
result was benign. Although the natural history for both benign
and malignant nodules is growth over time,16 rapid growth of
a nodule indicates an increased risk for malignancy.15,52 The
panelists did not come to a consensus on how to define
substantial growth for the consensus statement, nor on how to
monitor growth.

Multiple nodules.VIn many patients, more than one
nodule is identified or the gland appears diffusely enlarged
with multiple nodules of similar US appearance without
intervening normal parenchyma. The panel agreed that FNA

is likely not necessary in the latter setting. In patients with
multiple discrete nodules, the panel had two opinions
regarding selection of nodules for FNA. The majority opinion
was that the selection should be based primarily on US
characteristics other than nodule size.5 Thus, a solid nodule
with microcalcifications should be selected for FNA before a
larger mixed cystic and solid nodule without calcifications.
The minority opinion was that the largest nodule should
undergo US-guided FNA, and the selection of other nodules
for US-guided FNA should be based on US characteristics.

Abnormal cervical lymph nodes (excluding subman-
dibular nodes).VThe presence of abnormal cervical lymph
nodes overrides the recommendations in parts I and II of the
statement and should prompt biopsy of the abnormal lymph
nodes and/or an ipsilateral thyroid nodule of any size. On
occasion, a patient has an abnormal lymph node representing
metastatic thyroid cancer and a sonographically normal
gland, because the primary tumor is not visible at US. US
diagnosis of an abnormal lymph node depends on size, shape,
vascularity, and internal architecture.53,54 The US features
associated with the highest risk of cancer include hetero-
geneous echotexture, calcifications, and cystic areas within
the lymph node (Fig. 5). A rounded lymph node or one
causing a mass effect is also at elevated risk of being
malignant. In general, size is a less reliable criterion for
malignancy in a lymph node than are shape and architecture,
although the chance of malignancy increases as the size of the

FIGURE 4. Transverse US images of
mostly cystic thyroid nodule with
a mural component containing
flow. A, Gray-scale image shows
predominantly cystic nodule (calipers)
with small solid-appearing mural
component (arrowheads). B, Addition
of color Doppler mode demonstrates
flow within mural component
(arrowheads), confirming that it is
tissue and not debris. US-guided FNA
can be directed into this area. The lesion
was benign at cytologic examination.

FIGURE 3. Role of color Doppler US.
A, Transverse gray-scale image of
predominantly solid thyroid nodule
(calipers). B, Addition of color
Doppler mode shows marked
internal vascularity, indicating
increased likelihood that nodule
is malignant. This was a papillary
carcinoma.
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lymph node increases. Thus, lymph nodes should be
considered suspicious if they measure more than 7 mm in
the short axis.54

Research Topics
The panel identified several important unanswered

questions that merit future research.
1. How should substantial growth be defined? In

particular, if a nodule has a prior FNA diagnosis of being
benign, how much growth over what period of time should
prompt consideration for repeat US-guided FNA? What
measurements or calculations should be used to monitor
growth: maximum diameter, average diameter, or volume?

2. In a patient with multiple nodules, which and how
many nodules should undergo US-guided FNA? Strategies
for follow-up in patients with multiple nodules should be
devised.

3. Are there other US characteristics of a nodule that
might be used to prove a nodule is benign, thus precluding
FNA in some other patients besides those with almost entirely
cystic nodules? Are there combinations of US characteristics
that might be used to help direct management?

4. What is the cost-effectiveness of various approaches
to the diagnosis of solitary and multiple nodules?
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I invited Dr Peter A. Singer, Professor of Medicine and Endocrinology, Keck School
of Medicine, University of Southern California, to provide a commentary on the

Consensus Conference Statement above.

Invited Commentary
SRU Consensus Conference on Thyroid Nodules

Peter A. Singer, MD

(Ultrasound Quarterly 2006;22:231Y240)

The clinical evaluation of patients with thyroid nodules
has traditionally consisted of detailed history taking,

physical examination, and appropriate laboratory and
imaging studies. Unfortunately (at least from the perspective
of an Bold-timer^ like me), the history and physical exam
appear to be going by the wayside, or at the very most, are
playing second or third fiddle. My fingers and initial clinical
judgment seem to be assuming less importance, as reliance
on thyroid ultrasound has taken on a primary role in nodule
evaluation. Indeed, recent management guidelines for
patients with thyroid nodules and differentiated thyroid
cancer, published by a taskforce of experts of the American
Thyroid Association, emphasized the importance of ultra-
sound in the initial evaluation of patients with nodules.1

Moreover, other endocrine organizations, including the
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, and the
Endocrine Society, sponsor ultrasound courses for endocri-
nologist took one of the courses recently, and during a practice
session, was noted to have a heretofore-undiscovered nodule
(incidentaloma). But so do up to 67% of the general
population in the United States.2 And since a significant
proportion of incidentally detected nodules are multiple,
we are dealing with hundreds of millions of nodules in the
U.S. The overriding concern is what to do about such
incidentally detected lesions, since the incidence of malig-
nancy is less than 10% and of these, 85% are papillary
cancers, which generally bode an excellent prognosis.

The Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound (SRU)
attempted to answer important questions on the management
of the ever-increasing prevalence of nodules detected by US,
by convening a consensus conference of radiologists, en-
docrine surgeons, and endocrinologists; the panel of experts
provided recommendations for additional evaluation (i.e.,
which nodules should undergo FNA.3 Their recommenda-
tions were based solely on nodule size and US characteristics.
Overall the panel’s recommendations seem reasonable, and
offer clinicians information about US characteristics suspi-
cious for malignancy, in order to help guide decision-making
regarding the use of FNA. Some of the recommendations
seem to be arbitrary, however. For example, a 1 cm nodule is
used as the cutoff for FNA, if microcalcifications are present.
However, while microcalcifications have a positive pre-
dictive value for papillary cancer of between 41.8%Y94.2%,
according to the authors, such calcifications are seen in only
26.1%Y59.1% of papillary cancers. So, what about 1 cm

nodules without calcifications? Do malignancies without
detectable microcalcifications behave differently than those
with them? The answer is no. What about malignancies less
than 1 cm in size, say 8 mmVis the outcome of the patient
with an 8 mm papillary cancer different than an individual
with a 1.1 cm lesion? There is no evidence to suggest that is
so, and indeed, while subcentimeter papillary cancers have
typically been considered relatively Bbenign^, in terms of
clinical importance, recent studies have shown that such
lesions may have significant clinical importance, and be
associated with both morbidity and mortality.4

Another recommendation set forth by the consensus
panel was that FNA-demonstrated benign nodules should be
reaspirated if there is substantial growth, as evidenced by US.
The consensus panel could not reach consensus, however, on
what constitutes substantial growth, and indeed, what type of
calculation(s) should be employed to assess growth. Why is
there no consensus on this point? It is because there have been
no carefully designed and carried out prospective studies to
answer this question. In addition, the panel also did not
recommend how often patients with clearly benign FNA’s
should be followed with US. The panel wisely suggested that
where no firm data are available, that studies should be carried
out. This, of course, will lead to another consensus statement
in the future. Of some relevance, I think, is that I chaired
a committee of the American Thyroid Association (ATA)
10 years ago, which published guidelines for the management
of nodules and differentiated thyroid cancer.5 Our guidelines
antedated the usual evidence-based approach of today, and
significantly, advocated the use of US in only certain cases, in
contrast to it’s primary role in the recently published ATA and
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE)
guidelines,1,6 and the SRU statement.3 What has happened in
terms of cancer incidence and outcomes in the last several years,
as a result of the increased use of US? The incidence of
differentiated thyroid cancer has gone up dramatically, from
approximately 18,000 new cases a year 10 years ago, to
approximately 26,000 cases per year currently. Importantly,
mortality rates have not changed, nor are they significantly
different from when I entered the thyroid field in 1971. So, one
might reasonably ask if we are providing significant clinical
benefit by discovering, and biopsying, so many nodules.

A final point: I understand that the task of the SRU
consensus panel was to help with decision-making regarding
FNA, and follow-up. An important omission, I feel, is that the
recommendations do not emphasize the importance of
including clinical data, such as history (e.g., history of
childhood irradiation, family history of benign or malignant
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nodular disease, age or gender of the patient), physical
examination (e.g., if there are any palpable lesions, and their
characteristics, evidence of regional nodes), or laboratory tests
(e. g., TPO antibodies). Radiologists do not have this important
informationYthe referring physicians do. That is why I think a
strong case can be made for well-trained endocrinologists
performing US examinations in real-time, and incorporating
the information into the entire clinical context. There is much
more to be gained by this technique, I believe, than having
technician-generated US examinations read by individuals
who have had no contact with the patient. I would be interested
in what my radiology colleagues think about that. After all, if
we are simply going to increasingly rely on guidelines and
algorithms, who needs physicians?

Peter A. Singer, M.D.
Professor of Clinical Medicine

Keck School of Medicine

University of Southern California
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Response to Invited Commentary
Mary C. Frates, MD

(Ultrasound Quarterly 2006;22:231Y240)

We appreciate the thoughtful comments of Dr. Singer on
our paper, the proceedings of the Society of Radio-

logists in Ultrasound consensus conference on the Manage-
ment of Thyroid Nodules Detected at Sonography.1 The
panel spent many hours discussing and debating the issues
before reaching a consensus, which true to the word’s
definition, was an agreement reached by the group as a whole.
Many individual opinions were expressed and considered by
the panel. The end result was based on the data available in the
literature, with an attempt to avoid relying on any one
individual’s experience and to avoid appearing arbitrary.

The decision of the panel to use a size cutoff for
management decisions was because of both the uncertainty as
to whether or not diagnosing smaller cancers improves life
expectancy, as well as concern that including smaller nodules
would lead to an excessive number of biopsies. The size
criteria for nodule selection were chosen based on the risk of
cancer associated with the sonographic features. For nodules
with sonographic features associated with a higher risk of
cancer, the size cutoff is smaller than for nodules with
features associated with benign cytology. This panel
attempted to define those characteristics that place any one
particular nodule or patient at an increased risk for
malignancy over any other nodule.

The panel felt that a 1 cm lower limit was reasonable
for nodules with worrisome characteristics such as calcifica-
tions. A 2 cm cutoff was chosen for less worrisome nodules.
Although the natural history for both benign and malignant
nodules is growth over time,2 rapid growth of a nodule
increases the risk for malignancy,3,4 and should prompt
biopsy. The panelists did not come to a consensus as to how to

define substantial growth, nor how to monitor growth, as
there is a paucity of data in the literature addressing this issue.

The value of the physical exam, patient history and
laboratory results is unquestioned; this information should be
available to the imager at the time of the exam. The panel did
note that several studies have shown that physical exam is
less accurate than ultrasound for the identification of thyroid
nodules,5 and thyroid sonography is critical in the high risk
patient.

Some of the issues raised by Dr. Singer were also raised
at the conference. One of the goals of the consensus conference
was to identify questions that could be answered with specific
research studies. Panelists recognize that many questions can
only be answered by well-designed, large-scale, long-term
studies that we hope will be done in the future.

Mary C. Frates, M.D.
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

Harvard Medical School

Boston, MA
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